ENGINEERING DATASET/DRAWING INFORMATION (VARIABLE)

Seller shall ensure the engineering documents (e.g. drawing, dataset, parts list, specifications, engineering planning documents, statement of work) of the configuration specified for this contract item is available and applied as the authority for the manufacture and inspection of the ordered Goods.

Seller shall ensure goods conform to specified engineering documents and associated revision.

- Seller will contact Buyer’s Authorized Procurement Representative for resolution of differences between configuration of Goods and the contract specified engineering documents and associated revision.
- Seller shall ensure resolution of configuration differences in advance of Seller’s request for Buyer verification (when required) and in any case prior to shipment.

Seller shall record on shipping document, the configuration information of the Goods and, when applicable, serial number. The configuration information shall include the revision for the applicable; engineering documents.

Drawing and/or Dataset & Revision:
Parts List & Revision:
Engineering / manufacturing document (e.g. SPECO) & Revision:
Specification & Revision:
Statement of Work & Revision: